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Key Facts and Highlights 

• The Food & Hotel Asia 2014 was held on 8 – 11 April 2014 at Singapore Expo 
Centre. 

 

• Award-winning New Zealand chef Dion McGrath and celebrity baker Sean 
Armstrong hosted culinary demonstrations at the New Zealand booth using 
premium quality ingredients from New Zealand.  

 

• 3 print, 2 broadcast and 4 online media came for the event.  

 

• Secured a broadcast radio interview for Dion McGrath with Power 98, and a video 
shoot for Sean Armstrong with NTUC’s Food for Life TV. 

 

• All of the bloggers who came posted at least one photo on their Instagram page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Media Outlets  
• Power 98 

– The station strives to offer something different to its listeners in terms of music, its line-up and a mix of lifestyle content. It also 
provides the latest entertainment news. 

– It appeals to a mix of 20 to 40 year olds. 

– Reaches out to 300,000 listeners on a weekly basis with an additional reach of 350,000 exclusive listeners in all Singapore Armed 
Forces camps and Singapore Armed Forces Reservists Association Clubs. 

 

• Food for Life TV 

– A complimentary food television channel by NTUC, a supermarket chain based in Singapore and the largest in the country.  

– It features food and cookery content that is both locally-produced and internationally-sourced. 

– Targeted at those who enjoy cooking at home, www.foodforlifetv.tv can be viewed anytime, anywhere via any internet-
connected device such as computer, smart phone, tablet or smart TV. 

 

• The New Paper 

– The New Paper is the second most-read paid English daily in Singapore. 

– It targets readers with more eye-catching tabloid journalism and focuses on human-interest stories, with extensive sections on 
entertainment, fashion and sports. 

– Average daily circulation of 101,600. 

 

• Food and Beverage Asia Magazine 

– Region's leading publication in the food and beverage industry. 

– Provides editorial content from functional ingredients, flavours, neutraceuticals and food safety to processing technology 
developments and high performance packaging solutions. 

– Printed bi-monthly, the magazine is read by over 25,000 food professionals in Asia Pacific. 

 

• FHA Magazine 

– Official magazine for Food & Hotel Asia 2014 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



Media Outlets  
 

• Dr Leslie Tay 
– Ieatishootipost.sg is the most read food blog in Singapore. 

– It focuses on Singapore’s best hawker food from a local perspective. 

– Voted Best Food Blog in the 2009 Asia- Pacific Blog Awards as well as winning the Bloggies award for Best Asian Weblog 2010.  

– 14K hits per day from 7K+ unique visitors which translates to 90K unique visitors every month.  

– 70,508 likes on Facebook and 10,900 followers on Twitter. 

 

• SuperAdrianMe 
– Well-known lifestyle blogger in Singapore who has been invited to numerous media events across different industries which 

include dining, entertainment, fashion, sports and travel. 

– 7,690 likes on Facebook and 6,624 followers on Instagram. 

 

• Melissa Koh 
– Food blogger and photographer who writes reviews for food and restaurants. 

– Her blog is listed as one of the Best Singapore Food Blogs of 2013 at Hotelclub.com, and a finalist for the Best Food Blog in the 
Singapore Blog Awards 2013. 

– 2,676 likes on Facebook and 4,598 followers on Instagram. 

 

• Daniel Goh 
– Food blogger who often writes reviews about new dining places and restaurants. 

– PR practitioner-turned-beer entrepreneur who owns and operates The Good Beer Company, a hawker stall in Singapore's 
Chinatown, and 99 Bottles, a retail shop along East Coast Road, selling premium and craft beers. 

– 724 followers on Instagram. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



Media Coverage 

FHA Magazine, 11 April 

Print 



Media Coverage 

Radio interview for Dion McGrath with Power 98, 11 April 

Broadcast 



Media Coverage 
Minh (Photography) 

SuperAdrianMe, Blogger 
http://instagram.com/superadrianme 

Online 



Media Coverage 
Minh (Photography) 

SuperAdrianMe, Blogger 
http://instagram.com/superadrianme 

Online 



Media Coverage 
Minh (Photography) 
Daniel Goh, Blogger 

http://instagram.com/danielgoh 

Online 



Media Coverage 
Minh (Photography) 
Daniel Goh, Blogger 

http://danandesther.tumblr.com/post/82854269
907/interview-sean-armstrong-founder-of-

auckland-based 

Online 



Media Coverage 
Minh (Photography) 
Melissa Koh, Blogger 

http://Instagram.com/melicacy 

Online 



Coverage List 
No. Date Type of Media 

Name of Outlet/    
Blogger 

Title 
PR Value 

($NZ)  
Likes & 

Comments 

1 11-Apr Broadcast Power 98 Interview with Dion McGrath 13248 NA 

2 11-Apr Print FHA Magazine Kiwis are innovating in packaging 11310 NA 

3 
11-Apr Instagram Melicacy 

One of the best strawberry ice cream I've had! From the New 
Zealand Pavilion at Food & Hotel Asia 2014Follow  

14451 
245 likes & 7 
comments 

4 
11-Apr Instagram SuperAdrianMe 

Looking back at these crustaceans and shell fish at#fha2014. 
It's time for dinner 4791 

87 likes & 2 
comments 

5 
11-Apr Instagram SuperAdrianMe 

Brownie Bites from our friends at New Zealand. Love 
them. #tasteNZ #fha2014Follow 2649 

50 likes & 1 
comment 

6 
11-Apr Instagram SuperAdrianMe 

Did you know Manuka Honey comes from only New 
Zealand? #TasteNZ #fha2014Follow 3150 

45 likes & 2 
comments 

7 11-Apr Instagram SuperAdrianMe Sticky toffee anyone? #tastenz #fha2014Follow 6372 
56 likes & 6 
comments 

8 
11-Apr Instagram SuperAdrianMe 

New Zealand Beef #tastenz at #fha2014. Medium rare is how 
beef should be eaten. #justsayingFollow 3537 

37 likes & 3 
comments 

9 

11-Apr Instagram Daniel Goh 

Also caught Loaf's Sean Armstrong cooking demonstration 
at #tastenz in #fha2014. Brownies with vanilla icecream and a 

sublime caramel sauce. 
507 13 likes 

10 
11-Apr Instagram Daniel Goh 

If you're dropping by #fha2014 you absolutely have to drop by 
Loaf at the #TasteNZ booth. #dielahowtodietFollow 

351 9 likes 

11 
16-Apr Blog Daniel Goh 

[Interview] Sean Armstrong, Founder Of Auckland-Based Loaf 
Handcrafted Breads. 8340 NA 

12 - Broadcast Food for Life TV Dion Mcgrath - NA 

13 

25-Apr Instagram Melicacy 

 I won't usually pay $20 for a bag of frozen meatballs, but this 
product here, Angel Bay Gourmet Meatballs from New 

Zealand, has won me over. Grab yours from Cold Storage 
when the offer price is still on! 

4959 
89 likes & 2 
comments 

 TOTAL NZD    72,465 



Next Steps & Recommendations 

 

 
 

 

 We have followed up with media who attended or expressed interest in the event. 
For media who were unable to attend, we have arranged goodie bags for them and 
will hand to them in person. 

 This will help strengthen media relationships as well as provided an opportunity to highlight some of 
the key points from FHA and the other products available in Singapore.  

 

 Whilst we managed to secure media to attend the event, the relatively small media 
pool meant it was difficult to secure media for a specific time.  

 We will continue to look and explore opportunities with media to leverage NZTE activities. 
Strengthening media relations through opportunities, as mentioned above, will help understand 
media interest in NZTE and potential story opportunities to develop in the future. 

 

 Media who attended the event were impressed with the quality and taste of the 
produce and were interested to find out when/where the items were available in 
Singapore. 

 Whilst it was not possible to give an exact date when certain products would be available in 
Singapore, for future events it would be good to have on hand a list of products from each company 
that are already available in Singapore or that will be arriving in the near future.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 


